Bar H Bar Guest Ranch
Vocabulary and Comprehension Questions
Name
Vocabulary: Embrace, Riparian, Environment, Stage, Advocate

1. The Bar H Bar Ranch was one of the first working ranches in Idaho to embrace the
ranching experience.

2. What movie added to the desire for people to vacation at a ranch?

3. “At the very base of their philosophy of ranching is taking care of the

.”

4. When people leave the ranch, the Harris family hopes they are an
agriculture.

for

After watching:
5. In question 1, what does the word “embrace” mean?

6. Harris mentions being able to see what “stage” the grass is in. What does “stage” mean in this
context?

7. What does it mean to be an “advocate” for something?

8. Describe how an advocate for ranching might act.
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KEY
1. The Bar H Bar Ranch was one of the first working ranches in Idaho to embrace the Guest
ranching experience.

2. What movie added to the desire for people to vacation at a ranch?
City Slickers
3. “At the very base of their philosophy of ranching is taking care of the
Land

.”

4. When people leave the ranch, the Harris family hopes they are an
agriculture. Advocate

for

After watching:
5. In question 1, what does the word “embrace” mean?
Take part in, become involved in
6. Harris mentions being able to see what “stage” the grass is in. What does “stage” mean in this
context? The place in the grass’s growth cycle

7. What does it mean to be an “advocate” for something? To act, think, and speak favorably on
behalf of something.
8. Describe how an advocate for ranching might act.
An advocate for ranching would speak positively for it (answers may vary)
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